The condensing unit security system that offers complete protection

WARNING WATCHDOG™

The Warning Watchdog™ is an alarm system that monitors up to four individual condensing units. When activated, the Warning Watchdog™ sounds an extremely loud siren and can also trigger an alarm, phone dialer or any other security device.

FEATURES:

• Can be used with split systems and packaged units
• Alarms if refrigerant pressure is lost
• Alarms if disconnect is pulled
• Alarms if wiring is cut
• Extremely loud 118 dB siren/sounder
• Easy to wire
• Affordable, reliable and contractor-friendly
• Can be connected to central alarm systems
• Multi-unit kits protect up to four condensing units

MADE IN USA
Installation of the voltage monitoring relay and pressure control is quick and easy.

Extremely loud 118 dB siren can be mounted outside or inside the building.

All wiring home runs to dedicated terminals on the logic panel. Auxiliary terminals can also be tied into a central alarm system.

**ALARMS IF DISCONNECT IS PULLED**

**ALARMS ON REFRIGERANT LOSS**

**ALARMS IF WIRES ARE CUT**